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The ability to group visual stimuli into meaningful categories is a fundamental cognitive process. Several
experiments have been made to investigate the neural mechanism of visual categorization task. Although
experimental evidence is known that prefrontal cortex (PFC) and inferior temporal cortex (ITC) sensi-
tively respond in categorization task, little is known about the functional role of interaction between
PFC and ITC in categorization task. To address this issue, we present a model, which performs categori-
zation via an interaction between ITC, PFC, and posterior parietal (PP). Using the model, we show here
that the functional connections of synapses between neurons in these areas are organized by the learning
depending on a reward that is given only by correct behaviors for the task. We also show that the feed-
back from PFC to ITC allows the sensitivity enhancement of the ITC neurons encoding the object features
critical for the task, and the feedback from PFC to PP works as a spatial attention required for ﬁnding
object feature critical for the task. The model seems to be comparable with experimental data about
categorization.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Visual categorization is fundamental to the behavior of higher
primates. The visual system has the ability to categorize visual
stimuli, which is the ability to react similarity to stimuli even when
they are physically distinct, and to react differently to stimuli that
may be similar. The categorization ability allows us to rapidly and
effectively recognize visual objects. How does the brain group vi-
sual stimuli into meaningful categories?
Recentexperimental studieshave reportedneuronal correlatesof
visual categories in two connected cortical areas involved in visual
recognition,memory, andothervisual functions: the inferior tempo-
ral cortex (ITC) and the prefrontal cortex (PFC) (Freedman, Riesenh-
uber, Poggio, &Miller,2001, 2003;Nieder, Freedman,&Miller, 2002;
Sigala & Logothetis, 2002; Vogel, 1999). The ITC neurons are selec-
tively activated by complex stimuli (Logothetis & Sheinberg, 1996;
Tanaka 1996), and inﬂuenced by visual experience (Baker, Behr-
mann,&Olson, 2002;Booth&Rolls 1998;Kobatake,Wang,&Tanaka,
1998; Logothetis, Pauls, Bulthoff, & Poggio, 1995; Miyashita 1988).
Sigala and Logothetis (2002) recorded from the ITC after monkey
learned a categorization task, and found that selectivity of the ITC
neurons was signiﬁcantly increased to features critical for the task.ll rights reserved.
nformation Network Science,
f Electro-Communications, 1-
: +81 424 89 9748.Freedman et al. (2001) examined the responses of neurons in the
PFC of monkey trained to categorize animal forms (generated by
computer) as either ‘‘dogs” or ‘‘cats”. They reported that many PFC
neurons responded selectively to thedifferent types of visual stimuli
belonging to either cats’ or dogs’ category. It has been also shown
that the ITC is involved in the analysis of currently viewed shapes,
whereas the PFC enhances the behaviorally relevant aspects of the
information that it receives fromthe ITC (Freedmanet al., 2003). Fur-
ther study demonstrated that the top-down signals from PFC to ITC
modulated the sensitivity of the ITC (Tomita, Ohbayashi, Nakahara,
Hagiwara, & Miyashita, 1999).
Several models of object recognition in the cortex have been
proposed. These models were based on two basic alternative
mechanisms for synthesizing parts information into global shape
representations. One is selective feedforward convergence. Feed-
forward models depend critically on some kind of nonlinearity in
the summation mechanism at each hierarchical processing stage
(Fukushima, 1980; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999, 2000; Rolls,
1992; Thorpe, Delorme, & Van Rullen, 2001). Alternative is that
feedback signal offers a guess about what object may be in the im-
age and its position and space. Feedback models include architec-
ture that the feedback connections from higher- to lower-order
visual cortical areas carry predictions of lower-level neural activi-
ties, whereas the feedforward connections carry the residual errors
between the predictions and the actual lower-level activities
(Mumford, 1992; Rao & Ballard, 1997). The feedback processing
may play an important role in categorization task, as well as object
Fig. 1. The structure of our model. The model is composed of eight modules
structured such that they resemble ventral visual pathway of the primate visual
cortex. The eight modules are retina, lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), primary
visual cortex (V1), extrastriate cortex (V4), inferior temporal cortex (ITC), posterior
parietal (PP), prefrontal cortex (PFC), and premotor cortex. The networks in the
pathway from retina to ITC extract more complex features of stimuli, with the
gradual increase of the size of receptive ﬁelds. The dynamical attractors of visual
working memory are depicted by a–c in the PFC network.
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signal from PFC to ITC in a categorization task. However, it is poorly
understood how well the feedback interaction between ITC, PFC,
and other area such as parietal cortex works in categorization task.
To address this issue, we propose a basic idea of categorization
mechanism in which categorization task is mainly performed by
the functional roles of ITC, PFC, and posterior parietal (PP) and
the interaction between them. The synaptic connections between
these areas are organized by the learning depending on behavioral
consequences of the task. The functional connectivity among these
areas, organized by the learning, interconnects the information
about object features critical for the task. Then the feedback signal
from PFC to ITC enhances the sensitivity of the ITC neurons that re-
spond to the features of object parts critical for the task, and the
feedback signal from PFC to PP determines the location of object
part to which attention should be paid in order to achieve the task.
Thus, the feedback interactions between PFC, ITC, and PP cause the
increased sensitivity of ITC and PP neurons, enabling monkey to
rapidly and effectively perform the task-dependent categorization.
In the present study,wepresent a neural networkmodel of visual
system, which performs categorization task via an interaction be-
tween ITC, PFC, and PP, based on the basic idea mentioned above.
To investigate concretely the neural mechanism underlying catego-
rization task, we consider the categorization task about line draw-
ings of faces used by Sigala and Logothetis (2002). In the task, the
face images consisted of four varying features: eye height, eye sepa-
ration, nose length, andmouth height.Monkeyswere trained to cat-
egorize the face stimuli depending on the two diagnostic features,
eye height and eye separation. The two diagnostic features allowed
separation between classes along a linear category boundary. The
face stimuli were not linearly separable by using the other two fea-
tures, nose length and mouse height. We show here that the func-
tional connections of synapses between neurons in these areas are
organized by the learning depending on a reward that is given only
by correct behaviors for the task. We also show that the feedback
from PFC to ITC allows the sensitivity enhancement of the ITC neu-
rons encoding the object features critical for the task, and the feed-
back from PFC to PP may play an important role in controlling a
spatial attention for ﬁnding diagnostic feature critical for the task.2. Model
To investigate the neural mechanism of a visual categorization,
we made a neural network model of visual system along a form
perception pathway from retina to prefrontal cortex. The model
consists of eight neural networks corresponding to the retina, lat-
eral geniculate nucleus (LGN), primary visual cortex (V1), extrastri-
ate cortex (V4), inferior temporal cortex (ITC), posterior parietal
(PP), prefrontal cortex (PFC), and premotor area, as shown in Fig. 1.2.1. Functional roles of visual areas and of their interactions in
accomplishing categorization task
We propose the functional roles of the visual areas involved in
our model and of their interactions in visual categorization task.
Object features are encoded by a hierarchical processing at each
stage of early visual pathway from retina to V4, as shown in Fig. 1.
The retina receives an input intensity of visual image. The ON cen-
ter–OFF surrounding receptive ﬁeld of the LGN neurons enhances a
contrast of the stimulus intensity. The V1 neurons encode elemen-
tal features such as orientation of bars. The V4 neurons have a large
receptive ﬁeld and extract more complex features of stimulus such
as circle, cross, and triangle, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The ITC neurons encode the features of the object parts such as
eyes, nose, and mouth, which are represented based on similarityof object parts. The PP neurons represent the location of object part
to which attention should be directed. The information of object
feature and its location are combined by a dynamical attractor in
the PFC. The output of PFC is sent to two types of premotor neu-
rons, each ﬁring of which leads to pressing of the right or left lever.
When monkey exhibits the relevant behavior for the task and then
receives a reward, the attractor in PFC, which represents the object
information relevant to the task, is gradually stabilized by the facil-
itation for learning of the synaptic connections between the PFC
neurons. On the other hand, when monkey exhibits the irrelevant
behavior for the task and then receives no reward, the attractor
associated with the irrelevant behavior is destabilized, and then
eliminated in the PFC network. As a result, the PFC retains as a
working memory only the object information relevant to the cate-
gorization task. The connections between PFC and premotor area
are also strengthened for the relevant behavior to the task, while
they are weakened for the irrelevant behavior to the task.
The feedback from PFC to ITC and to PP may play critical roles in
accomplishing the categorization task. The feedback from PFC to
ITC causes enhanced sensitivity of ITC neurons in response to ob-
ject features relevant to the task. In contrast, the object features
irrelevant to the task do not enhance the responses of ITC neurons
because of the absence of feedback signal from PFC to ITC. The
feedback from PFC to PP also results in increased activity of PP neu-
rons encoding the location of object parts critical for the task, pro-
viding V4 with the information of the location of object part to
which attention should be paid. Then the V4 transfers only the
information about attended feature to ITC, because the PP and V4
have a common coordinate of retinal image. The object feature
irrelevant to the task, on other hand, does not elicit the attended
signal because of the absence of feedback signal from PFC to PP.
Thus, the feedback signals from PFC to ITC and to PP affect the sen-
sitivity of ITC and PP neurons to visual stimulus, respectively, en-
abling the visual system to rapidly and accurately discriminate
between object features belonging to different categories.
The reciprocal connections between PFC, ITC, and PP have a syn-
aptic plasticity depending on behavioral consequences of categori-
zation task. That is, these connections are generated by perceptual
learning. When monkey exhibits the relevant behavior to the task,
the dynamic state of PFC stays in the attractor representing object
feature relevant to the task, leading to the increased synaptic con-
nections between PFC and ITC neurons and those between PFC and
M. Soga, Y. Kashimori / Vision Research 49 (2009) 337–347 339PP neurons, respectively. The irrelevant behaviors to the task do
not facilitate the learning of synaptic connections between these
areas because dynamical attractor irrelevant to the task is elimi-
nated in the PFC network. Consequently, the neurons encoding
the information of object parts relevant to the task are strongly
connected with each other.
Themodel contains the networkmodels for the early visual areas
and for the higher visual areas so that the model can process gradu-
ally the visual image received by the retina. However, the network
models of the early visual areas from retina to V4 are described in
Appendix A, because they are made based on the well-known func-
tions invisual processing and their rolesarenot essential fordiscuss-
ing the interaction between ITC, PFC, and PP. The networkmodels of
the higher areas are described in the following subsection.
2.2. The network models of the higher areas
2.2.1. Model of PP
The PP network has a two-dimensional structure that contains
NPP  NPP neurons. The lattice structure of the PP network is the
same as the hypercolumn structure of the V4 layer, indicating that
the V4 and PP networks share a common coordinate for represent-
ing retinal positions of visual images. The functions of PP network
are to represent the spatial position of a whole object and the spa-
tial arrangement of the object parts in retinotopic coordinate sys-
tem and to mediate the location to which attention is paid. The
attention signal to the PP network affects the activity of V4 layer,
allowing the V4 layer to send only the information about attended
object part to ITC. The attentional modulation via PP is down at one
location of object part at a time and the location of attention is
sequentially switched depending on the dynamic state of PFC.
The membrane potential of PP neuron of (i, j) site, VijPP , is deter-
mined by
sPP
dVijPP
dt
¼ VijPP þ
X
k;l;m
wFFV4—PPðij; kl;mÞXV4ðkl;mÞ þ IFBPFC—PP; ð1Þ
XijPP ¼
1
1þ exp  VijPP  VthPP
 
=ePP
  ; ð2Þ
where wFFV4—PPðij; kl;mÞ is the synaptic strength of the feedforward
(FF) connection from mth V4 neuron within (k, l)th hypercolumn
to (i, j)th PP neuron. sPP is the time constant. XV4(kl,m) is the output
of V4 layer given by Eq. (A.11) in Appendix A. IFBPFC—PP is the feedback
(FB) signal from PFC to PP, described by Eq. (15) in the latter Section
2.2.3. XijPP is the output of (i, j)th PP neuron V
th
PP is the offset, and ePP is
the broadness of the sigmoid.Fig. 2. Neural network model of PFC. Mi is main neuron, and Ri and Qi are the
interneurons that are connected to Mi neuron. The ﬁlled and open circles in the
synaptic connections indicate excitatory and inhibitory synapses, respectively. For
simplicity, the neurons are depicted in one-dimensional array.2.2.2. Model of ITC
The neurons of ITC layer, arrayed in one-dimensional structure,
receive only the output of the V4 neuron on the location to which
attention is directed. This allows the ITC neurons to encode the fea-
tures of object parts such as eyes, nose, and mouth. The ITC layer
contains NITC neurons. The synaptic weights between ITC neuron
and the neuron of V4 layer were learned by Kohonen’s self-orga-
nized maps (Kohonen, 1995). The ITC neuron was modeled as lea-
ky-integrator neuron model. The change of synaptic weight
between kth neuron of (i, j)th hypercolumn in the V4 layer and
lth ITC neuron, DwITC(k, ij; l), is determined by
DwITCðk; ij; lÞ ¼ gITCfITCðl lÞðXV4ðij; kÞ wITCðk; ij; lÞÞ; ð3Þ
l ¼ argmin
l
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃX
i;j;k
ðXV4ðij; kÞ wITCðk; ij; lÞÞ2
q 
; ð4Þ
fITCðl lÞ ¼ exp ðl l
Þ2
r2ITC
 !
: ð5ÞThe membrane potential of lth ITC neuron, VlITC , is described by
sITC
dVlITC
dt
¼ VlITC þ
X
ij;k
wITCðk; ij; lÞXV4ðij; kÞ þ IFBPFC—ITC ; ð6Þ
XlITC ¼
1
1þ exp  VlITC  VthITC
 
=eITC
  ; ð7Þ
where sITC is the time constant. XlITC is the output of lth ITC neuron.
VthITC and eITC are deﬁned by the meanings similar to V
th
PP and ePP in Eq.
(2). IFBPFC—ITC is the feedback signal from PFC to ITC, described by Eq.
(16) in Section 2.2.3.
2.2.3. Model of working memory in PFC
Binding the information of the feature of object part encoded in
the ITC neuron and that of the location encoded in the PP neuron,
the PFC network is capable for generating a working memory rele-
vant to categorization task. The working memory of PFC network is
represented as a dynamical attractor. The network model of PFC
was made based on the dynamical map model (Hoshino, Inoue,
Kashimori, & Kambara, 2001; Hoshino, Kashimori, & Kambara,
1998). The dynamical map is formed in the dynamical system of
a neural network and represented by itinerancy among stable
dynamical attractors such as point attractors, limit-cycle attrac-
tors, and chaotic attractors. These attractors are created when
stimulated by a sensory stimulus, and single attractors represent
sensory features. The temporal correlation between attractors is
learned by Hebbian learning rule with time delays. The neuron
model and the dynamic changes in synaptic strength in the PFC
model are similar to those in the original model by Hoshino et al.
(2001), but the inﬁnitesimal synaptic changes during stimulation
are not considered in the PFC model for the simplicity of the net-
work dynamics. The dynamical map is a good model of PFC, be-
cause it can generate a short-term memory such as working
memory due to the dynamic changes in synaptic strength, and
maintain the activity in the absence of sensory stimulus.
The PFC network has two-dimensional array that contains M, R,
and Q neurons as shown in Fig. 2. The number of these neurons is
NPFC NPFC. R neuron is connected to M neuron with an excitatory
synapse, and Q neuron is connected with an inhibitory synapse. M
neurons are connected to each other with excitatory connections.
The structure of the PFC network is ubiquitous in the primate cor-
texes. The computational role of R and Q neurons is to modulate
the activity of M neuron so that M neuron is able to have a bal-
anced current between excitatory and inhibitory inputs in order
to stabilize the memory attractors.
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neurons are described by
sm
dumðij; tÞ
dt
¼ umðij; tÞ þ
X
kl
Xtm
sd
ij;kl
¼0
wmmðij; kl; t; sdij;klÞXmðkl; t  sdij;klÞ
þwmqUqðij; tÞ þwmrUrðij; tÞ
þ
X
k
wFFITC—PFCðij; k; tÞXkITC
þ
X
m;n
wFFPP—PFCðij;mn; tÞXmnPP þ IFBPFC—PM; ð8Þ
sq
duqðij; tÞ
dt
¼ uqðij; tÞ þwqmXmðij; tÞ; ð9Þ
sr
durðij; tÞ
dt
¼ urðij; tÞ þwrmXmðij; tÞ; ð10Þ
where um(ij; t), uq(ij, t), ur(ij, t) are the membrane potentials of M, Q,
and R neurons at (i, j) site, respectively. sm, sq, and sr are the relax-
ation times of these membrane potentials.
IFBPFC—PM is the feedback signal from premotor cortex to PFC, given
by Eq. (19) in the latter Section 2.2.4. sij,kld is the time delay of the
signal propagation from (i, j)th M neuron to (k, l)th one. The time
delay plays an important role in the stabilization of temporal se-
quence of ﬁring pattern. wmm(ij;kl; t;sij,kld) is the strength of synap-
tic connection from (i, j)th M neuron to (k, l)th one whose
propagation time delay is sij,kld,wmx(x = q, r) are the strength of syn-
aptic connection from x neuron to M neuron, and wxm (x = q,r) are
that from M neuron to x neuron. Xm(ij; t) is the output of (i, j)th M
neuron. Uq(ij; t) and Ur(ij; t) are the outputs of Q and R neurons at
(i, j) site, respectively. Output activities of M, Q, and R neurons
are given by
Prob½Xmðij; tÞ ¼ 1 ¼ fm½umðij; tÞ; ð11Þ
Uxðij; tÞ ¼ fx½uxðij; tÞ ðx ¼ q; rÞ; ð12Þ
fx½y ¼ 11þ expððy ythx Þ=exÞ
ðx ¼ m; q; rÞ: ð13Þ
The function of Prob[Xm(ij; t) = 1] means the ﬁring probability of M
neuron. wFFITC—PFCðij; k; tÞ and wFFPP—PFCðij;mn; tÞ are the synaptic
strength of feedforward (FF) connection from kth ITC neuron to
(i, j)th M neuron and that from (m,n)th PP neuron to (i, j)th M neu-
ron, respectively.
Dynamical evolution of the synaptic connection between (i, j)th
M neuron and (k, l)th one are described by
smm;w
dwmm ij; kl; t; sdij:kl
 
dt
¼ wmm ij; kl; t; sdij:kl
 
þ gXmðij; tÞXm kl; t  sdij:kl
 
; ð14Þ
where smm,w and g are the time constant and learning rate of
wmmðij; kl; t; sdij;klÞ, respectively.The feedback signals from PFC to PP
and to ITC, described in Eqs. (1) and (6), are given by
IFBPFC—PP ¼
X
ij
wFBPP—PFCðij;mn; tÞXmðij; tÞ; ð15Þ
IFBPFC—ITC ¼
X
ij
wFBITC—PFCðij; k; tÞXmðij; tÞ; ð16Þ
where wFBPP—PFCðij; k; tÞ and wFBITC—PFCðij;mn; tÞ are the synaptic strength
of feedback (FB) connection from (m,n)th PP neuron to (i, j)th M neu-
ron and that from kth ITC neuron to (i, j)th M neuron, respectively.2.2.4. Model of premotor cortex
The model of premotor cortex consists of two types of neurons
whose ﬁring correspond to two types of action relevant to the cat-egorization task, that is, pressing a right or left lever. We call these
neurons the right-lever (RL) and left-lever (LL) neuron, respec-
tively. The premotor neuron model was described based on lea-
ky-integrator model. The membrane potentials of RL and LL
neurons, VRL and VLL, are determined by
sPM
dVY
dt
¼ VY þ
X
ij
wFFPFC—PMðij; Y; tÞXmðij; tÞ ðY ¼ RL; LLÞ; ð17Þ
XY ¼ 1
1þ exp  VY  VthY
 
=eY
  ; ð18Þ
where wFFPFC—PMðij;Y; tÞ is the strength of synaptic connection from
(i, j)th PFC neuron to Y neuron of premotor cortex (Y = RL, LL). XY
is the output of Y neuron, and sPM is the time constant of VY.
The feedback signal from premotor cortex to PFC in Eq. (8) is gi-
ven by
IFBPFC—PM ¼
X
Y¼LL;RL
wFBPFC—PMðij; Y; tÞXY ; ð19Þ
where wFBPFC—PMðij;Y ; tÞ is the synaptic strength of feedback connec-
tion from Y neuron to (i, j)th M neuron of PFC.
2.2.5. Learning of synaptic connections between ITC, PFC, PP, and
premotor cortex
The PFC network connects reciprocally with ITC and PP net-
work, and premotor cortex. The synaptic connections between
these networks were learned with Hebbian learning rule, as
follows:
(i) ITC–PFC
The strength of synaptic connection from kth ITC neuron to
(i, j)th PFC neuron, and that from (i, j)th PFC neuron to kth ITC neu-
ron, wFFITC—PFCðij; k; tÞ and wFBITC—PFCðij; k; tÞ, are given by
sZITC—PFC
dwZITC—PFCðij; k; tÞ
dt
¼ wZITC—PFCðij; k; tÞ þ kZ1XkITCXmðij; tÞ
ðZ ¼ FF; FBÞ; ð20Þ
where sZITC—PFC and k
Z
1 are the time constant and the learning rate of
wZITC—PFCðij; k; tÞ, respectively.
(ii) PFC–PP
The strength of synaptic connections between (i, j)th PFC neuron
and (m,n)th PP neuron, wZPP—PFCðij;mn; tÞ (Z = FF,FB), are given by
sZPP—PFC
dwZPP—PFCðij;mn; tÞ
dt
¼ wZPP—PFCðij;mn; tÞ þ kZ2Xmðij; tÞXmnPP ;
ð21Þ
where sZPP—PFC and k
Z
2 are the similar deﬁnitions to those in Eq. (20).
(iii) PFC–premotor cortex
The strength of synaptic connections between (i, j)th PFC neuron
and Y premotor neuron. wZPFC—PMðij;Y; tÞ (Y = RL,LL;Z = FF,FB), are gi-
ven by
sZPFC—PM
dwZPFC—PMðij; Y; tÞ
dt
¼ wZPFC—PMðij;Y; tÞ þ kZ3Xmðij; tÞXY ; ð22Þ
where sZPFC—PM and k
Z
3 are the similar deﬁnitions to those in Eq. (20).
The learning rates in Eqs. (14) and (22), g and kZ3, change
depending on behavioral consequence of the categorization task.
The learning is facilitated for behaviors relevant to the task, i.e.,
kZ3 ¼ g ¼ 0:0001, and suppressed for false behaviors to the task,
i.e., kZ3 ¼ g ¼ 0:
Tab
The
Are
PP
ITC
PFC
Pre
ITC
PP–
PFC
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The parameter values used in the models of higher visual areas
are summarized in Table 1. These values were chosen so that each
area involved in our model could play the functional roles in
accomplishing the categorization task. The values of time con-
stants and time delays were determined on the basis of physiolog-
ical property of neurons (Rolls & Deco, 2002).
Face categorization task
We used the line drawings of faces used by Sigalaand Logothetis
M. Soga, Y. Kashimori / Visio(2002) to examine the neuronal implementation of our model for
categorization task. The face images consisted of four varying fea-
tures, eye height, eye separation, nose length, and mouse height. In
our simulation, we used four training stimuli shown in Fig. 3a and
test stimuli with varying four features. The monkeys were trained
to categorize the face stimuli depending on the two diagnostic fea-
tures, eye height and eye separation. The two diagnostic features
allowed separation between classes along a linear category bound-
ary, as shown in Fig. 3b. The face stimuli were not linearly separa-
ble by using the other two, non-diagnostic features, or nose length
and mouth height. On each trial, the monkeys saw one face stimu-
lus and then pressed one of two levers to indicate category. There-
after, they received a reward only if they chose correct category.
After the training, the monkeys were able to categorize various
face stimuli based on the two diagnostic features.
3. Results
3.1. Information processing of visual images in ITC
ITC neurons can extract some features of face stimuli by learning
of the training stimuli, allowing the ITC neurons to categorize var-
ious face stimuli, based on similarity to the features of face parts,le 1
parameter values used in the models of higher visual areas.
as Equations Values
NPP = 9
Eq. (1) sPP = 5 ms
WFFV4—PPðij; kl;mÞ ¼ 0:05
Eq. (2) VthPP ¼ 0:5; ePP ¼ 0:3
NITC = 16
Eq. (3) gITC = 1.0
Eq. (5) rITC = 2
Eq. (6) sITC = 5 ms
Eq. (7) VthITC ¼ 0:5; eITC ¼ 0:3
NPFC = 8
Eq. (8) sm = 3 ms
wmq = 10.0, wmr = 1.0
tm = 4 ms
Eq. (9) sq = 1 ms, wqm = 1.0
Eq. (10) sr = 1 ms, wrm = 1.0
Eq. (13) ythm ¼ 0:9; em ¼ 0:08
ythq ¼ 0:95; em ¼ 0:01
ythr ¼ 0:95; em ¼ 0:01
Eq. (14) smm,w = 3000 ms
g ¼ 0:001 ðrewardÞ0:0 ðno rewardÞ

motor Eq. (17) sPM = 5 ms
Eq. (18) VthY ¼ 0:5; eY ¼ 0:3 ðY ¼ RL; LLÞ
–PFC Eq. (20) sZITC—PFC ¼ 1000 ms ðZ ¼ FF; FBÞ
kFF1 ¼ 10:0; kFB1 ¼ 5:0
PFC Eq. (21) sZPP—PFC ¼ 1000 ms ðZ ¼ FF; FBÞ,
kFF2 ¼ 0:1; kFB2 ¼ 0:1
–Premotor Eq. (22) sZPFC—PM ¼ 1000 ms ðZ ¼ FF; FBÞ
kZ3 ¼ 0:001 ðrewardÞ0:0 ðno rewardÞ
as shown in Fig. 4a. ITC neurons have been shown to encode object
features based on their similarity (Op de Beeck, Wagemans, & Vo-
gel, 2001). The learning by the four training stimuli makes the ITC
neurons sensitive to the eight types of face features: high and low
eye height, long and short eye separation, long and short nose
length, and high and low mouth height. Then a face stimulus is
identiﬁed as a point in the four-dimensional feature space shown
in Fig. 4a, Fig. 4b shows the ability of ITC neurons encoding eye sep-
aration and eye height to categorize test stimuli of faces. In Fig. 4b,
the test stimuli with varying the two features are categorized by the
four ITC neurons learned by the four training stimuli shown in
Fig. 3a, indicating that the ITC neurons are capable for separating
test stimuli into the four categories based on the similarity to the
features of face parts. Similarly, the ITC neurons encoding nose
length and mouth height separated test stimuli into a different cat-
egory on the basis of the similarity of the two features of nose and
mouth. However, the classiﬁcation in the ITC is not task-dependent,
but is made based on the similarity of face features.
3.2. Mechanism for generating working memory attractors in PFC
The PFC combines the information of face features and that of
location of the face part to which attention is directed, and then
makes memory attractor about the information. Fig. 5a shows
the temporal variation of the memory attractors in PFC. The infor-
mation about face parts with two diagnostic features is repre-
sented by the attractors X (X = a,b,c,d), in which X represents the
information about eye separation and eye height of the four train-
ing stimuli and the information about the location around eyes.
The attractors Xs are dynamically linked in the PFC. As shown in
Fig. 5a, the information about face parts with the diagnostic fea-
tures are memorized as stable working memories ad, because
the synaptic connections between PFC and premotor area and
those between PFC neurons are strengthened by a reward signal gi-
ven by the choice of correct categorization behavior. The dynami-
cal state of the PFC network stays in the relevant attractor in
response to the stimulus with diagnostic feature, as shown in
Fig. 5a. On the other hand, the information about face part with
non-diagnostic features is not memorized as a stable attractor, as
shown by e in Fig. 5a, because the information of non-diagnostic
features does not lead to the gain of reward due to incorrect cate-
gorization behavior. The stimulus with non-diagnostic feature does
not allow the network state to fall in the relevant attractor to the
stimulus, as shown in Fig. 5b. Thus, only the information required
for the categorization task is retained in the working memory of
the PFC network.
3.3. Sensitivity enhancement of ITC neurons to diagnostic features
As shown in Fig. 6a, the response magnitude of ITC neurons is
enhanced in response to the diagnostic feature of a face image,
compared with the response to non-diagnostic feature as shown
in Fig. 6b. The maximum and minimum responses in Fig. 6 were
calculated for the ITC neurons with various ﬁring properties, in
which the values of ﬁring threshold and broadness of sigmoidal
function in Eq. (7), VthITC and eITC, were randomly varied by the equa-
tion, X(1 ± 0.2r), where X is VthITC or eITC, and r is the random value in
the range of 0–1. The result reproduces qualitatively the physiolog-
ical data shown by Sigala and Logothetis (2002).
The sensitivity enhancement comes from the feedback from PFC
to ITC neurons. The visual stimulation with diagnostic feature acti-
vates the ITC neuron encoding the diagnostic feature and then al-
lows the state of PFC network to stay in the dynamical attractor
relevant to the diagnostic feature, as shown in Fig. 5a, thereby
sending a feedback signal to the ITC neuron encoding the diagnos-
tic feature. As a result, the ITC neuron exhibits the increased
Fig. 3. (a) The training stimulus set consisted of line drawings of faces with four varying features: eye separation, eye height, nose length, and mouth height. (b) Two
categories separated linearly along the line. The test stimuli are illustrated by the marks, ‘‘x” and ‘‘o”. See the paper by Sigala and Logothetis (2002) for the details of the task.
Fig. 4. Representation of face features in ITC. (a) Four-dimensional feature space for representing the face stimuli. The space consists of the four axes of the face features, or
eye height, eye separation, nose length, and mouth height. The two faces illustrated at both ends of each axis are the extreme faces corresponding to the both ends. A given
face stimulus is represented as a point in the four-dimensional space, based on similarity of the face features. (b) Ability of ITC neurons to categorize the face stimuli for the
features of eye separation and eye height. lw and lH, respectively, are the width of eye separation and the eye height of the face 1 shown in Fig. 3a. The deviation from the face
1 is characterized by Dlw and DlH. The four ITC neurons, illustrated with the four faces on the two-dimensional space, were made by the learning of the four kinds of training
stimuli shown in Fig. 3a. The small symbols represent the examples of test stimuli. The test stimuli are categorized by the four kinds of ITC neurons, as shown by the four
kinds of the shaded regions. The categorization label was obtained by assigning the most active unit of ITC neurons. The solid lines mean the boundary lines of the categories.
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put and the feedback signal from PFC. In contrast, the stimulation
with non-diagnostic feature does not elicit the feedback to the ITC
neuron encoding non-diagnostic feature, because the PFC network
has no dynamical attractor representing non-diagnostic feature
and thereby the state of PFC network does not stay in any stable
attractor, as shown in Fig. 5b. The ITC neuron is therefore activated
only by the feedforward input, resulting in a weaker response than
the response to diagnostic feature.
Fig. 7 shows the sensitivity of ITC neurons in our model for diag-
nostic and non-diagnostic features, which should be compared
with the result about the selectivity index shown by Sigala and
Logothetis (2002). In our model, the strength of tuning for a partic-
ular feature dimension is represented by the ﬁring rates of the
eight ITC neurons for diagnostic and non-diagnostic features. We
considered the ITC neurons with different thresholds for ﬁring, be-cause ITC contains the neurons with different sensitivity for the
four face features. The selectivity index for each of the four features
was calculated by the difference between maximum and minimum
response for a given feature divided by their sum. Then we com-
puted the average selectivity index of each neuron for diagnostic
and non-diagnostic features. The result is plotted on the diagnos-
tic–non-diagnostic space shown in Fig. 7. Most points lie above
the diagonal, which indicates that the ITC neurons become more
sensitive for diagnostic than for non-diagnostic features. This re-
sponse property is in agreement with the result of sensitivity index
by Sigala and Logothetis (2002).
The development of synaptic connections from PFC to ITC neu-
rons is of an important factor for forming the feedback pathway re-
quired for the sensitivity enhancement. Fig. 8 shows the temporal
variations of two synaptic connections from PFC to ITC neurons,
each of which is involved in the encoding of diagnostic and non-
Fig. 5. Temporal variations of dynamic state of the PFC network during the
categorization task. The attractors representing the diagnostic features are denoted
by a–d, and the attractor representing non-diagnostic feature is denoted by e. The
faces illustrated along the vertical axis mean the features of face parts represented
by the attractors a–e. A mark on the row corresponding to a–e indicates that the
network activity stays in the attractor. The stimuli relevant to the attractor a and e,
respectively, were applied to the PFC network during the period of 300–400 ms, as
shown in (a) and (b).
Fig. 6. Sensitivity enhancement of ITC neurons for diagnostic feature. The ITC
neurons in (a) are tuned to the diagnostic feature of eye height, and those in (b) are
tuned to the non-diagnostic feature of nose length. The responses in (a) and (b) are
induced by the stimulus with object part including eye height and nose length,
respectively. The solid and dashed lines indicate the maximum and minimum
responses of ITC neurons, respectively. These responses were calculated with the
ITC neurons varying the ﬁring properties.
Fig. 7. Response preference of the ITC neurons for face features. Plot of selectivity
index of each neuron for the diagnostic versus non-diagnostic features. The dashed
line indicates equal selectivity for all stimulus features.
M. Soga, Y. Kashimori / Vision Research 49 (2009) 337–347 343diagnostic features, respectively. The diagnostic feature strength-
ens the synaptic weights involved in the pathway from PFC to
ITC, because PFC and ITC neurons are simultaneously activated
by the stimulus with the diagnostic feature. The non-diagnostic
feature, on the other hand, does not strengthen the synaptic
weights involved in the encoding of the non-diagnostic feature, be-
cause the PFC neurons encoding the non-diagnostic feature are not
activated, as shown in Fig. 5b. The learning of synaptic weights be-
tween PFC and ITC neurons allows the ITC–PFC system to transmit
effectively the feedback signal carrying the information about the
diagnostic features critical for the categorization task. Thus, the re-
sponse enhancement of ITC neurons is not caused by a change in
the intrinsic property of ITC neurons, but by that in the synaptic
connection between PFC and ITC. The connection can be modulated
depending on the context of categorization task.
3.4. Functional role of PP in the categorization task
The PP mediates a spatial attention conveyed by the feedback
signal from PFC. After the learning, the feedback signal from PFC
activates the PP neurons encoding the location of the diagnostic
feature, providing the information of the location of face part to
which attention is directed. Then the feedback signal from PP to
V4 enhances the activity of V4 neurons encoding the attendeddiagnostic feature, because PP and V4 have a common retinal coor-
dinate for representing the retinal images. This allows the V4 to
send only the information about diagnostic feature to ITC. Thus,
the PP may provide the pathway from V4 to ITC with a prediction
signal for the location of diagnostic feature critical for the catego-
rization task. Fig. 9 shows the responses of PFC and ITC neuron
encoding the diagnostic feature in the case where the PP is im-
paired. As shown in Fig. 9b, the ITC neuron encoding the diagnostic
Fig. 8. Temporal variations of feedback connection of synapses from PFC to ITC
neurons. The solid and dashed lines indicate the temporal variations of synapses
involved in encoding diagnostic and non-diagnostic features, respectively.
Fig. 9. Response of PFC network and of ITC neuron induced by lesion of PP. PP was
impaired during the period of 100–500 ms. Temporal variation of dynamic state of
PFC (a) and of ﬁring rate of ITC neuron encoding the eye height of face 1 (b).
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nostic feature is not extracted in the V4 due to the absence of feed-
back from PP. Then, the dynamical state of the PFC, as shown in
Fig. 9a, does not stay in the attractor relevant to the diagnostic fea-
ture, indicating that monkey cannot exhibit the correct perfor-
mance of the categorization task. Thus, PP may play an
important role in mediating a spatial attention for ﬁnding the diag-
nostic features critical for the categorization task.
4. Discussion
In our paper, we presented a model, which performs categoriza-
tion via an interaction between ITC, PFC, PP. The model seems to be
compatible with the neural data about the categorization by Sigala
and Logothetis. In our model, the functional connections of syn-
apses between neurons in these areas are organized by the learn-
ing depending on a reward that is given only by correct
behaviors for the task. The feedback from PFC to ITC allows the
sensitivity enhancement of the ITC neurons encoding the object
features critical for the task, and the feedback from PFC to PP works
as a spatial attention for ﬁnding the location of object feature crit-
ical for the task.Research on visual object understanding has been made based
on two different approaches: visual perception and categorization
(Palmeri & Gauthier, 2004). The visual perception, accomplished by
the pathway from retina to ITC, is associated with the question of
how visual system creates a perceptual description of an object
(Marr, 1982). Theories were grounded in models of perception
and empirical studies were based on psychophysics. In contrast,
the visual categorization, involved in memory systems such as hip-
pocampus, perihinal cortex and prefrontal cortex, is associated
with the question of how objects are identiﬁed, categorized, and
memorized. Research in object categorization focused on the struc-
ture of conceptual knowledge (Rosch, 1975). Theories were
grounded in models of semantic memory and empirical studies
were based on cognitive research methods. There is such tradi-
tional rift in the two approaches. Our model ﬁlls the rift and pro-
vides a consistent linkage of the areas involved in object
perception and recognition. The results in the present paper shows
how the information required for the categorization task is mem-
orized in PFC on the basis of the object information encoded in
ITC and PFC, and how the categorization of the faces is accom-
plished by the reciprocal interaction between these areas. Because
our model has the essential functions of the visual areas involved
in visual categorization task, it may also apply to the categorization
task by Freedman et al. (2001) in which the categorization of
‘‘dogs” and ‘‘cats” is accomplished by the interaction between ITC
and PFC. The present study will provide a new insight into under-
standing of the interaction between visual areas involved in visual
perception and categorization.
Several models have been proposed to explain the neural mech-
anism of the categorization task by Sigala and Logothetis. Szabo
et al. (2006) proposed a neural model of the sensitivity enhance-
ment of ITC neurons in the categorization of drawing lines of faces,
in which the feedback inﬂuence from PFC to ITC caused the sensi-
tivity enhancement of ITC neurons, based on a reward-based learn-
ing. Szabo et al. model has a similar point to our model in the
formation of feedback connections between ITC and PFC neurons.
However, there is a difference in the function of PFC. In Szabo
et al. model, the PFC neurons were activated by feedforward signal
of visual stimulus, and the activity of PFC was eliminated when the
stimulus is tuned off. In contrast, the PFC neurons, in our model, re-
main active during the task execution, and keep providing ITC and
PP with weak bias signals. The feedback from PFC to PP activates
the PP neurons that encode the location of face parts to which
attention should be directed in order to accomplish the categoriza-
tion task, thereby allowing V4 to preferentially send ITC the infor-
mation about face parts critical for the task. Furthermore, the
feedback from PFC to ITC increases the sensitivity of the ITC neu-
rons encoding the features of face parts critical for the task, thereby
making the relevant attractor more stable in the PFC network.
Thus, these feedback signals combine closely the task-relevant
information encoded by V4, ITC, PP, and PFC, enabling monkeys
to rapidly and effectively perform the task. Szabo et al. also as-
sumed a priori the existence of feature-encoding ITC neurons and
category-encoding PFC neurons in their model. In contrast, in our
model, the feature selectivity of ITC neurons and the working
memory of PFC emerged in self-organizedmanners, through a hier-
archical processing of visual information in the early visual areas.
Our model show clearly the mechanism by which the ITC neurons
encode the features of face parts and that by which the category-
encoding neurons emerge in the PFC. Our model provides a more
systematic explanation for the categorization mechanism, based
on a more realistic structure of visual system. Other model for
Sigala and Logothetis categorization task was recently proposed
by Roelfsema and Van Ooyen (2005). They proposed that the sen-
sitivity enhancement of ITC neurons could arise from the learning
of feedforward connections coming to ITC neurons from lower
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gated reinforcement learning. The model by Roelfsema and Van
Ooyen has a similar point to our model in the learning through
an attentional feedback signal by which ITC neurons can represent
the information of face parts related with a categorization task. We
are not excluding the possibility proposed by Roelfsema and Van
Ooyen, but it is likely that ITC neurons represent only the features
of currently viewing object, as shown in the experimental mea-
surements (Freedman et al., 2003) and the synaptic changes of
the feedforward connections might not play an important role in
the categorization tuning of ITC neurons.
The model could be validated by speciﬁc experimental predic-
tions. Our result has shown that the feedback from PFC to ITC
caused the enhanced sensitivity of ITC neuron to diagnostic stimu-
lus. The inﬂuence of the feedback on the response of ITC neurons
could be clearly shown by the elimination of the feedback induced
by lesion of PFC. In the present model, it has been also shown that
the feedback from PFC to PP provides a prediction signal for the
location of face part to which attention should be paid. The lesion
of PP would impair the ability of monkey to effectively perform the
categorization task because of the absence of a spatial attention via
PP.
We have shown in Fig. 9 that the lesion of PP suppresses the re-
sponse of ITC neuron encoding the diagnostic feature and does not
allow the state of PFC to stay in a memory attractor relevant to the
categorization task. Experimental studies on attention have been
reported that attention only modulates the neuronal responses of
extrastriate cortex (Chelazzi, Miller, Duncan, & Desimone, 2001;
Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Moran & Desimone, 1985; Reynolds
& Chelazzi, 2004; Reynolds, Chelazzi, & Desimone, 1999; Reynolds,
Pasternak, & Desimone, 2000). As shown in Fig. 9, the attention via
PP elicits a drastic change in the response of ITC neuron and even in
that of V4 neurons, because it is assumed in our model that the le-
sion of PP eliminates completely the feedback signal via PP. How-
ever, this may be not the case in real system. If the lesion of PP
makes the feedback signal broader and weaker, it may modulate
the responses of V4 and ITC neurons encoding the diagnostic fea-
ture and only reduce their responses.
There are experimental studies regarding the effect of inactiva-
tion of the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) and frontal eye ﬁeld (FEF)
on a target detection of monkeys (Wardak, Ibos, Duhamel, & Oliv-
ier, 2006; Wardak, Olivier, & Duhamel, 2004). The experiments
showed that inactivating LIP and FEF delayed the detection of a vi-
sual target located in the contralateral visual ﬁeld, and that the LIP
inactivation produced deﬁcits, the magnitude of which depended
on task difﬁculty, whereas the FEF inactivation produced equally
severe deﬁcits in conjunction search, difﬁcult feature, and easy fea-
ture search tasks. As mentioned above, if the lesion of PP makes the
feedback signal broader and weaker, it may cause a weak response
of V4 neuron encoding attended feature. This might cause a delay
of target detection. Our model might also account for the depen-
dence of task difﬁculty on the delay in detection time, because
the PP in our model is responsible for the binding of information
about object feature and location in PFC. The property of deﬁcit
produced by FEF deactivation, on the other hand, can not be ac-
counted for by our model, because our model does not include
FEF. However, the results of FEF deactivation may offer an idea
about how our model is modiﬁed to investigate the role of FEF that
is closely related with the roles of PFC and PP. Although our model
does not explicitly include networks relevant to LIP and FEF, it
would provide a clue for investigating the roles of these areas in vi-
sual search task.
The PFC is an important area that links sensory information and
information required for behavior. Converging evidence from neu-
rophysiology suggests that the PFC represents the behaviorally rel-
evant stimulus features for categorization task and modulates theirprocessing in sensory areas (Duncan, 2001; Miller, 2000; Miller
andD’Esposito, 2005). However, the neural mechanisms underlying
short-term memory formation and interactions between PFC and
other areas remain unclear. In the present study, we considered
three types of functions in PFC, that is, the formation of short-term
memory and its retention, selective attention, and adaptive re-
sponse for behaviorally relevant features, which are consistent
with the functions in adaptive coding model (Duncan, 2001). Our
ﬁndings show how well the PFC uses these functions in a categori-
zation task, providing new insights in understanding the neural
mechanism for adaptive coding model of PFC.
We have shown that the sensitivity enhancement of ITC neu-
rons arises from the Hebbian learning in PFC, ITC, and PP, which
is depending on behavioral consequence of the categorization task.
Recent neurophysiological studies provide from evidence for the
relationship between neuronal plasticity and behavioral improve-
ment. In particular, neurons in monkey ITC show enhanced selec-
tivity after training for novel objects (Kobatake et al., 1998;
Logothetis et al., 1995; Rolls 1995), holistic multiple-parts conﬁg-
uration (Baker et al., 2002) and even physically unrelated pairs of
shapes (Messinger, Squire, Zola, & Albright, 2005; Miyashita
2004). The time-course of changes in some of these neurons paral-
lels that of learning, suggesting a strong link between underlying
neuronal plasticity and behavioral improvement. The learning
can shape a functional connection of synapses in visual areas in-
volved in visual perception and categorization, so that the visual
system can lead to behaviors depending on the context of task. It
is a kind of perceptual learning, because the change in the response
properties of ITC neurons is mediated by higher cognitive top-
down inputs and attention (Fine & Jacobs, 2002). Our model pro-
vides a plausible neuronal mechanism underlying task-dependent
categorization in visual system, based on perceptual learning.
We considered PP as the area that mediates a locus of attention.
The PP permits relevant information to be passed from early visual
cortex such as V4 to ventral visual area such as ITC for object rec-
ognition. It also closely interconnects to PFC to process the infor-
mation about location of object parts. It has been shown that
neurons in PP exhibit a relative enhancement of attended objects
as opposite to unattended objects (Bushnell, Goldberg, & Robinson,
1981; Robinson, Bowmem, & Kertzman, 1991; Steinmartz, Connor,
& MacLeod, 1992). Although PP is involved in the information pro-
cessing along dorsal pathway, it may also contribute to object rec-
ognition in ventral pathway, as shown in our model. Furthermore,
the location of attention, in our model, is gradually ﬁxed during the
training period of the categorization task. In early period of the
training, monkeys pay attention to some face parts randomly. As
the training proceeds, the PP can determine the location of atten-
tion on which the task-relevant object feature is encoded, with
the learning of synaptic connection between PP and PFC. Because
PP has the same retinotopic map as that of V4, the feedback from
PP to V4 allows V4 to preferentially send ITC the feature informa-
tion of attended object parts. Experimental study has shown that
activity of V4 neurons is modulated by the spatial location of
attended focus (Connor, Gallant, & Van Essen, 1993). Thus, the
ﬁxation of attention by feedback from PFC to PP enables the V4–
ITC–PFC–PP system to quickly and effectively extract the feature
of object parts critical for the categorization task.
We used the reward-based learning in which synaptic weights
between ITC, PFC, PP, and premotor area were updated on the basis
of Hebbian rule depending on a reward received by behavioral con-
sequences of monkey. The learning rate was changed depending on
the presence or absence of the reward, as the learning rates in Eqs.
(14) and (22). In the present model, we adopted the simple learn-
ing rule to investigate the essential function of interactions be-
tween ITC, PFC, and PP. Reinforcement learning algorithms were
previously shown to efﬁciently solve input–output mappings as
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experiment (Seung, 2003; Williams, 1992). To give plausibility
for reward evaluation, we must extend our model to a more real-
istic model including reinforcement learning for evaluating animal
behaviors, in which a model of basal ganglia and inﬂuence of dopa-
mine neurons are took into account.
Wemade the ITCnetworkmodel so that it couldextract relatively
simple features of face stimuli, because the line drawings of faces
used consisted of simple features. ITC neurons have been shown to
represent object features in order of their complexities: moderate
complex object features are represented in posterior regions of ITC,
andpartial and completeobject viewsare represented in anterior re-
gions of ITC (Fujita, Tanaka, Itoh, & Cheng, 1991; Logothetis et al.,
1995; Rolls, 1991; Tanaka, 1993). However, it is not yet clear how
the complex features of objects are effectively represented in ITC.
Our model would be useful to investigate this issue, because our
model includes the essential areas required for object perception.
Our model does not have position and scale invariance in object
recognition, because we focus on the interaction between visual
areas involved in a categorization task. Severalmodels for object rec-
ognitionhave beenproposed to account for position and scale invari-
ance (Fukushima, 1980; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999, 2000; Rolls,
1992). These models are based on a hierarchical processing of visual
stimulus. Invariance of positionandscale is obtainedbyobject-tuned
unit combining several view–tuned units to different views of the
same object. The view-tuned units aremade by a hierarchical exten-
sion of the classical paradigm of building complex cells from simple
cells, and exhibit tightly tuning to a speciﬁc position and scale of ob-
ject. The network architecture from retina to ITC in ourmodel has the
hierarchical structure similar to themodelswith the invarianceofpo-
sition and scale. Therefore, our model may obtain the invariance of
position and scale by making some modiﬁcations of network archi-
tecture in V1 and V4 and adding object-tuned units to ITC layer.
Furthermore, our model may be useful for investigating a role of
feedback signals in visual perception. The feedback signals from
PFC affect not only the ITC activity but also the activity of early vi-
sual areas such as V1 and V4. Recent experimental studies have
shown that V1 does not analyse the feedforward signals from ret-
ina, but is involved in visual perception by receiving the feedback
signals from higher visual areas (Tong, 2003). The present model
will provide a useful insight into the role of feedback signals to
V1 in visual perception.
Appendix A
A.1. Models of retina and LGN
The retinal layer is an input layer, on which an object image is
projected. The layer has a two-dimensional lattice structure that
contains NR  NR pixel scene. The LGN layer has the same two-
dimensional structure as that of the retinal layer. The function of
the LGN layer is to detect a contrast of the visual image by
integrating the retinal outputs with ON center–OFF surrounding
receptive ﬁeld. The output of LGN neuron of (iR, jR) site, ILGN(iR, jR),
is given by
ILGNðiR; jRÞ ¼
X
i
X
j
IRðiR; jRÞMði; jÞ; ðA:1Þ
Mði; jÞ ¼ A exp ði iRÞ
2 þ ðj jRÞ2
r21
 !
 B exp ði iRÞ
2 þ ðj jRÞ2
r22
 !
; ðA:2Þ
where, IR(iR, jR) is the gray-scale intensity of the pixel of retinal site
(iR, jR), and the function M(i, j) is a Mexican hat-like function whichrepresents the convergence of the retinal inputs with ON center–
OFF surrounding connections between retinal and LGN neurons. A,
B, r1, and r2 take constant values.
A.2. Model of V1
The V1 layer consists of two types of network layers. The ﬁrst
layer of V1 has the ability to encode elemental features of the ob-
ject image, such as orientation and edge of a bar. This layer is
equivalent to simple units in V1. The model of simple units has a
two-dimensional network that contains MSU MSU hypercolumns,
each of which contains LSU orientation columns. The convergence
of the output of LGN neurons allows the simple units to have tun-
ing property of orientations of a bar. The tuning property was cal-
culated by a Gabor ﬁlter function. The output of simple unit of (i, j)
site, tuned to orientation of h, ISU(i, j,h) is given by
ISUði; j; hÞ ¼
X
p
X
q
ILGNðp; qÞGðp; q; hÞ; ðA:3Þ
Gðp; q; hÞ ¼ 1
2prxry
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where rx and ry are the parameters determining the magnitude
and width of the Gaussian function of G(p,q,h), and fx and fy are
the spatial frequency of x- and y-coordinate, respectively.
The second layer of V1 is a convergence layer that mediates in-
put to V4 layer by the convergence of the outputs of simple units.
This layer is equivalent to complex units in V1. The complex units
consist ofMCUMCU hypercolumns, each of which containsML col-
umns tuned to different orientations of a bar. The lth neuron of
(i, j)th hypercolumn in the complex units sums the output of sim-
ple units within the receptive ﬁeld of lth complex unit, and then
transforms into a sigmoidal output. The output of the lth complex
unit, ICU(ij, l), is given by
ICUðij; lÞ ¼ 11þ expððSl  SthÞ=elÞ ; ðA:5Þ
Sl ¼
X
ðp;qÞ2RF
ISUðp; q; hÞ; ðA:6Þ
where Sth is the offset, and el is the broadness of the sigmoid. RF
means the receptive ﬁeld of lth complex unit.
A.3. Model of V4
The V4 layer is a feature-detective layer that encodes more
complex features of visual images by the convergence of outputs
of the complex units. The V4 layer consists of MV4 MV4 hypercol-
umns, each of which contains MK feature detective neurons
responding to more complex object features such as cross, circle,
and local curvature. The V4 layer was made based on Kohonen’s
self-organized map model (Kohonen, 1995). The MK neurons in
(i, j)th hypercolumn in the V4 layer are connected to ML neurons
of (i, j)th hypercolumn in the complex units. The feature detective
neurons in the V4 layer are organized within each hypercolumn.
The change of synaptic weight between kth neuron within (i, j)th
hypercolumn in the V4 layer and lth neuron within (i, j)th hyper-
column in the complex units, DwV4(kl; ij), is determined by
DwV4ðkl; ijÞ ¼ gV4fV4ðk kÞðICUðij; lÞ wV4ðkl; ijÞÞ; ðA:7Þ
k ¼ argmin
k
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃXML
l¼1ðICUðij; lÞ wV4ðkl; ijÞÞ
2
r !
; ðA:8Þ
fV4ðk kÞ ¼ exp ðk k
Þ2
r2V4
 !
; ðA:9Þ
Table 2
The parameter values used in the models of early visual areas.
Areas Equations Values
Retina NR = 90
LGN NLGN = 90
Eq. (A.2) A = 5.0, B = 1.0
r1 = 1, r2 = 2
V1
(Simple units) MSU = 90
LSU = 4 (0o, 45o, 90o, 135o)
Eq. (A.4) rx = 1, ry = 1
fx = 0.1, fy = 0.1
(Complex units) MCU = 9, ML = 4
Eq. (A.5) Sth = 128.0, el = 1.0
V4 Mk = 8
Eq. (A.7) gV4 = 1.0
Eq. (A.9) rV4 = 2
Eq. (A.11) SthV4 ¼ 0:05; eV4 ¼ 0:1
M. Soga, Y. Kashimori / Vision Research 49 (2009) 337–347 347Sðij; kÞ ¼
XML
l¼1
wV4ðkl; ijÞICUðij; lÞ; ðA:10Þ
XV4ðij; kÞ ¼ 1
1þ expððSðij; kÞ  SthV4Þ=eV4Þ
; ðA:11Þ
where gV4 is the learning rate of wV4(kl; ij). XV4(ij,k) is the output of
kth neuron within (i, j)th hypercolumn in the V4 layer.
The parameter values used in the models of early visual areas
are summarized in Table 2.
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